
The Game 721 

Chapter 721 338-Awesome Linlin Beef And Linlin Rice 

The night passed. 

Li Fei woke up in the nuptial area of Linlin villa, his face full of anticipation. 

Yesterday, he looked for the young Chairman Qin and told him about the supply. The other party didn't 

explicitly refuse him and even arranged for him to stay and said that he would look for him again today. 

This made him see hope. If such a Big Boss made such arrangements, it meant that there was hope. 

In a warehouse rented in the wilderness. 

Qin Lin's figure appeared with a piece of beef in his hand. 

He placed the beef in the car. 

This was naturally all-snowy beef. In reality, all-snowy beef cost 10000 Yuan per 500 grams. 

He could see that there were already pieces of snow and beef in the car, which added up to more than 

200 catties. According to the current market price, it would probably be more than 2 million Yuan. 

Naturally, these were all Grade 1. 

in addition, there were also bags of rice on the car. 

Those were all Xiangshui tribute rice, and they were all of Grade 1. 

However, this bag had been replaced by an ordinary rice bag, and the words " Xiangshui tribute rice " 

were not printed on the system bag. 

In addition, there were also quality 2 watermelons and quality 2 beauty cucumbers, as well as many 

quality 1 vegetables. 

He had prepared all of these for Li Fei. 

Yesterday, when Li Fei came to ask for a supply of goods, he did not refuse and had also given it some 

thought. 

Firstly, he sympathized with Li Fei. 

After all, he could guess that Li Fei's rumors were more or less related to him. He felt quite wronged that 

he was wronged by old Chen and the others every time. 

Secondly, he also wanted to try out a new model. 

At the Linlin laboratory's experimental site, more and more types of genetically mutated crops were 

produced by using special soil. Most of them were directly planted in Linlin villa instead of being 

promoted. 

In other words, only Linlin Manor had this thing. It could be planted on a large scale in the future. Other 

than meeting the needs of the manor, there would definitely be some leftovers. 
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These quality 1 vegetables could not be sold as normal vegetables, but the price was not something that 

ordinary people could eat often. Therefore, they could be provided to high-end food stores like Li Fei's 

luxury goods. 

In this way, these vegetables could also be circulated among the higher-ups, and it could increase the 

reputation of Linlin Manor in another way. 

Naturally, in order to look cool, the number of high-end food ingredients could not be too large. It had 

to be in a big city, and each city only had one high-end food ingredient store. 

now, he could use li fei's luxury goods for an experiment. 

Qin Lin moved a truck of things to the old parking lot of Linlin villa, then called Li Fei and asked him to 

come over. 

Li Fei did not hesitate to rush to the parking lot to meet Qin Lin after receiving the call. 

"Mr. Li, I've prepared some things for you in the car. You can go up and take a look," said Qin Lin. 

Li Fei's face was full of joy as he quickly climbed into the car. 

He was obviously shocked the moment he got into the car. 

He made high-end ingredients, so he could naturally see that the quality of the vegetables in the car was 

very high. In his shop, he didn't sell them for less than 50 yuan per 500 grams. 

What attracted him the most was the beef, which had snow-white texture. 

No way? 

"Chairman Qin, is this all snow and beef?" Although Li Fei was certain, he still stuck his head out and 

asked Qin Lin. 

"En!" Qin Lin nodded without denying it. 

"This Leviathan must be more than 200 pounds, right?" Li Fei asked in disbelief. 

this was all snow and beef. he knew how hard it was to get them. he had relied on his connections to get 

more supplies, but he could only get a small amount. 

There were actually so many of them in front of him now? 

This was more than 200 catties of snow and beef in one go. Any high-end ingredient maker would be so 

shocked that their jaws would drop. 

While Li Fei was still in shock, Qin Lin continued, " "You can take a look at the rice!" 

Li Fei subconsciously walked to the bags of rice and opened one of them. He took out a handful of rice 

to check, and then his eyes widened again."This is Xiangshui tribute rice?" 

He couldn't be mistaken, because he had just gotten a batch of them, and they looked exactly the same. 

however, if it was xiangshui tribute rice, he would have difficulty breathing when he saw the bags of 

rice. 



Xiangshui tribute rice was not much easier to get than snow and beef. 

He could only get a few each time, but now, there were more than a dozen bags stacked together. 

This made him feel like he was restocking. 

But since when could Xiangshui tribute rice be purchased in such a way? 

Li Fei couldn't believe it. He opened the bags one by one and found that they were really all Xiangshui 

tribute rice. 

His entire body went numb. 

He was in the business of high-end ingredients. These were ingredients that were difficult for him to get, 

but Chairman Qin was acting as if they were free. 

Then, he asked in a short breath, " "Qin Zhi, these things are Yingluo?" 

Qin Lin smiled. Mr. Li, I'll supply you with these things. I'll let you know if there are more in the future. 

However, I have a request. 

"Chairman Qin, please tell me. I'll definitely do as you say." li fei said hurriedly, his words already filled 

with honorifics. 

"It's the brand of Linlin beef when selling the whole snowy beef, and the Xiangshui tribute rice should be 

labeled Linlin rice," Qin Yang said. 

Li Fei was stunned. He seemed to have guessed something and asked in shock, " "chairman qin, could it 

be that the beef and rice were produced by you?" 

"Mr. Li, you're right." qin lin didn't deny it. 

The Xiangshui tribute rice had already been planted in large quantities. After harvest, it would no longer 

be called Xiangshui tribute rice, but Linlin rice. 

If the higher-ups had placed a special order, it would be Linlin's tribute of rice. 

Chapter 722 Awesome Linlin Beef And Linlin Rice 

So, his reputation to the outside world would start from now on. 

moreover, it was the same for the kazufuru. with modern technology, the batch of kazufuru brought out 

from the game could try their first pregnancy at the end of the year. 

Li Fei really did not know what to say. 

This was too awesome. 

Snow, beef, Xiangshui tribute rice, which one of them wasn't rare and sold at sky-high prices in the high-

end food industry? 

It could almost be said that no high-end food ingredient could get this thing with 100% certainty. 

Even if the rich wanted to eat it, they would have to see if there was any stock in the market. 
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What was this Chairman Qin doing now? he had directly created these two things on his own and even 

wanted to put his own brand on them. 

He knew how shocking this was. 

There was no need to talk about Xiangshui tribute rice. Many research institutes had tried to cultivate it, 

even old Yuan had led a team to cultivate it, but it had all failed. 

There was no need to mention the Heniu. Under the control of the small country, they didn't have such 

a thing in their country. 

Now, this Chairman Qin had done both. He had actually created both of these things. 

In the end, Li Fei did not know how he left Linlin villa. He was so shocked that his mind was in a daze. 

However, he did take his things with him. 

the beef and rice were paid according to the purchase price of the whole snow beef and xiangshui 

tribute rice in the market. 

the first thing li fei did when he returned to ming city was to head to jin yuan commercial building. 

Jin Yuan commercial building was one of the largest commercial buildings in Ming city. His luxury 

products were here, and it was also the largest high-end food supply store in Ming city. 

only the VIP customers of his restaurant could enter his restaurant, and every one of them was a rich 

man in ming city. 

When Li Fei returned to the luxury goods, a woman with a good figure jogged up to him. "Hubby, 

where's the stuff?" 

She was Li Fei's wife, Lin Haiyan. 

under normal circumstances, li fei would be the one to purchase the gold and jade luxury goods, and she 

would be in charge of managing them. 

She had received a call from Li Fei and knew that her husband had brought back a lot of good things. 

"It's in the back," Li Fei said."I've asked someone to move it." 

a moment later. 

Many vegetables were moved in. 

There were also pieces of well-packaged beef and bags of rice. 

li fei said to lin haiyan, " "honey, look at the beef and rice." 

Lin Haiyan stepped forward to observe. She was in this line of work with her husband, so she had a good 

eye."Is this the whole snow, beef, and Xiangshui tribute rice?" 

Li Fei quickly shook his head. it's from Linlin Ranch. The beef is Linlin beef, and the rice is Linlin rice. 

"Is what you said true?" Lin Haiyan asked with uncertainty. 



It was also the first time she had heard that someone could produce all-snow, beef, and Xiangshui 

tribute rice at the same time, and that they were ordered by their own brand. 

yes, it's true, " Li Fei said with certainty. get someone to make some Linlin beef and Linlin rice first. We'll 

try it ourselves. 

Lin Haiyan nodded and immediately took a knife to cut a piece of beef and some Linlin rice. Then he 

started to process them. 

She herself had very good cooking skills, and there was a specially built small kitchen in the luxury 

goods. 

It didn't take long for a few pieces of Linlin beef and a pot of Linlin rice to be steamed. 

Li Fei and Lin Haiyan didn't hesitate. They picked up the knives and forks that they had prepared and 

started cutting the steak. 

The couple cut the steak into small pieces, then put a small piece into their mouths. 

although it was only a grade 1 all-snow and beef, it still had the attributes of +1 taste and +1 

deliciousness, which was not something all-snow and beef could compare with. 

After a bite, the couple subconsciously picked up another piece and put it in their mouths. 

"honey, this linlin beef is even more delicious than the whole snow and beef." Lin Haiyan couldn't help 

but say after another mouthful of beef. 

Li Fei nodded. yes, this Chairman Qin is too amazing. The Linlin beef they're breeding is even better than 

the whole snow and cattle we got. If they can mass-breed it, there won't be any whole snow and cattle 

in the little Japan in the future. 

"Let's try this Linlin rice." Li Fei said as he turned on the rice cooker. As steam came out, the fragrance of 

rice instantly spread. 

The rich fragrance of the rice made the two of them realize that the Linlin rice might be more delicious 

than Xiangshui tribute rice. After all, Xiangshui tribute rice did not have such a rich fragrance. 

After the couple ate the rice, they found that the Linlin rice was indeed more delicious than the 

Xiangshui tribute rice. After taking a bite, they couldn't help but want a second bite. 

Both of them had eaten Xiangshui tribute rice before. Although the taste was good, it was much worse 

than the Linlin rice. 

After trying out the Tenderloin rice and the Linlin beef, the couple didn't hesitate. They immediately 

asked people to put everything on the shelves and label them. Finally, they found a photographer to 

take pictures of the vegetables, Linlin rice, and Linlin beef. 

After that, Li Fei started the promotion. 

Once the food was brought over, it had to be sold. Moreover, he had been in the business of luxury 

goods for so long and had his own way of advertising. Therefore, as time passed, the wealthy circle in 

Ming city basically knew that he had bought a batch of very high-end ingredients. 



What surprised these wealthy people was the red bean rice and the Linlin beef. People in Ming city 

seemed to understand that it was not simple to have the words 'Linlin' in your name. 

After knowing that Linlin beef was 30 yuan per gram and Linlin rice was 1500 Yuan per 500 grams, which 

was more expensive than the whole snow and beef and Xiangshui gongmi, he was surprised. 

However, the rich would still give it a try even if they knew that it was expensive. Those who could buy 

things from luxury goods were not short of money. 
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Therefore, the Tenderloin rice and Linlin beef entered the kitchens of the high-end wealthy people in 

Ming city very quickly. 

Naturally, after the high-end wealthy circle in Ming city ate the food, the legend of the xufu rice and 

Linlin beef began to spread. These were better than the whole snow and beef and Xiangshui tribute rice. 

Another week passed in the blink of an eye. 

as soon as qin lin arrived at the manor, li kai came to find him. the moment he saw him, he said, " 

"Brother Qin, I have good news and bad news, which one do you want to hear first?" 

"Brother Li, you've learned to play this game. What's the good news?" Qin Lin asked with a smile. 

Li Kai explained, " the good news is that the purification grass we planted before has grown well. 

Looking at the situation, we can keep the seeds very soon. This batch of purification grass can have 

enough seeds and then we can plant them in large quantities. 

"It's already grown?" Qin Lin was a little surprised to hear this news. He knew that purification grass had 

an extreme growth cycle, but it was really very fast. 

"old brother li, what's the bad news?" he asked. 

When Li Kai heard this, he was annoyed. Brother Qin, it's all because of you. You didn't notice that the 

pimple chaos grass had changed. You actually removed them all. This time, the air-purifying effect of the 

new ones is obviously not as strong as before. 

Qin Lin knew that the quality attribute had deteriorated after planting it. 

However, it seemed like he had to take the blame for the excuse he had found earlier. 

"Old brother li, let's go and take a look!" After Qin Lin finished speaking, he left the office with Li Kai and 

went to an experimental plot that was specially used to grow purification grass. 

As soon as he got close, he could clearly feel that the air around him had become very good. 

As the car drove in, a world of dense pink and green came into view. It was the vast purification grass. 

The seeds of the purification grass would produce countless seeds, which could be planted in large 

quantities. 

After entering the dense sea of purifying grass, Li Kai said, " " by the way, minister lu and professor ren 

are also very concerned about the purification grass. they called yesterday to ask about it. " 
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Qin Lin nodded. He observed the purification grass in front of him, then dug one up and brought it back 

to Linlin Manor. 

As soon as he returned to the office, he thought of something and entered the game with the 

purification grass. 

"Purification grass: Grade 1" 

[ this is a special kind of grass transplanted lawn. Through photosynthesis, it can release a special 

gaseous substance with a special effect. It can purify the air in a small area around it +1. In addition, the 

purification grass is also very entertaining to watch: [ aesthetic +1, aesthetic +1, attraction +1, 

photogenic +1! ] 

As expected, it had degenerated, which was why the effect was even weaker. 

However, as long as it was on a large scale, the effect would definitely be good if there was a Grade 1 

purification grass that could purify the air from time to time. 

a single stalk of grade 1 purification grass might not be better than a single stalk of grade 2, but it was 

impossible for 10 stalks to not be better than a grade 1, right? 

qin lin also logged out of the game. 

At the same time. 

You city also welcomed a special person. 

A middle-aged man in a car turned on a device the moment they entered you city. 

It was the latest AQI detection instrument, which could detect the surrounding air quality more 

accurately. 

The middle-aged man had someone stop the car on the side of the street. He then stuck the device out 

of the window and started the detection device. 

A moment later, the number on the instrument jumped and finally stopped at 58. 

"The air is good." The middle-aged man frowned slightly when he saw the value and said to Minister Lu, 

" "Minister Lu, are you sure you city has what we need? The global air ecological technology Conference 

is about to begin." 

Minister Lu was beside him. He smiled and said, " director Jin, don't worry. Let's go to Linlin Manor. 

You'll know when you get there. 

"You only know how to keep me in suspense." When Minister Jin heard this, he ordered his men to 

continue driving. 

He was in charge of the air conditioning project in Beijing, and air purification was one of them. The cost 

of air purification in Beijing this year had reached 10 billion, an increase of 3 billion compared to last 

year. 

However, it was clear that the success last year was minimal. 



The high-tech purifiers offered by various companies didn't seem to have much results. The money was 

spent, but it could only stabilize the air condition and couldn't improve it. 

Now it was almost the day of the project bidding, but as in previous years, it was those companies 

bidding again, and obviously, the result was the same to a large extent. 

The most important thing was that this year's world Air ecological technology Conference was about to 

be held in Beijing. 

This meeting was originally proposed by the world's environmental organization to discuss and solve the 

air quality problem. 

After all, the air quality around the world was getting worse and worse, and haze had even appeared in 

many cities. 

The original intention was good, but the people of the Hoshino had problems with their brains and 

deliberately caused trouble, slowly turning it into a competition of skills. 

Wouldn't it be better for them to discuss, exchange information, and control the air together? 

Nowadays, everyone would hide their research results whenever they had one. They wanted to show off 

at the conference and prove that their country was better than others in this aspect. 

this time, they had heard that the delegation from the starstick nation had made a breakthrough in 

technology and wanted to embarrass them. 

If the discussion turned out like this, it would make people feel that there was no meaning to its 

existence. 

Some things with good intentions should not be mixed up by a shit stirrer. 

As he thought about it, Minister Jin sighed. 

He hoped that this trip to you city would be as Minister Lu had said, and there would be some gains. 

The car quickly arrived at the Linlin villa parking lot. 

After getting out of the car, Minister Lu led Minister Jin into the villa. However, as soon as they entered 

the villa, Minister Jin stopped subconsciously."The air here." 

"you felt it?" Minister Lu asked with a smile. 

minister jin nodded. he could clearly feel the air getting better. 

This was because Qin Lin had transplanted the purification grass from the game and asked Yu Shui to 

plant it all over Linlin villa. 

the purification grass was purifying the air in the villa all the time. 

Minister Jin immediately took out the AQI detector again. This time, the value displayed surprised him. 

28! 

The air was of absolute quality. 



Minister Jin turned to Minister Lu in surprise and asked, " Linlin villa has changed since we entered. Is it 

the thing you were talking about? " 

… 
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You city's air quality was still at 58, but after entering Linlin villa, it was 28, dropping by 30. 

Minister Jin was in charge of air purification, so he naturally knew how astonishing this number was. 

This made him look forward to what Minister Lu said more, but the other party kept it a secret, which 

made him feel helpless. 

"How is this even possible? director jin, i'll take you to linlin manor." Minister Lu smiled and walked in 

the direction of Linlin Manor. 

It didn't take long for Minister Lu to enter the manor with Minister Jin. 

As soon as Minister Jin entered the manor, he subconsciously picked up the AQI instrument in his hand 

for inspection. 

As soon as he entered the manor, an indescribable refreshing feeling hit him in the face. It was as if all 

the hair follicles in his body were greedily breathing in the air. 

A value that shocked him jumped out. 

3! 

The AQI value was only 3? 

it was unbelievable. 

Minister Jin was certain that no city in the country, or even any human settlement, had such air quality. 

"Minister Jin, are you shocked?" "There's something even more shocking, let's go!" Minister Lu said 

jokingly. 

After saying that, Minister Lu led Minister Jin to a circle of transplanted purification grass. 

Minister Jin noticed the purification grass and said, " "minister lu, why are the grass growing in a 

crooked way? did the transplant not go well?" 

let's not worry about whether they've grown crooked or not, " Minister Lu said with a smile. you can 

measure the value here. 

Minister Jin nodded and turned on the device again. 

The next moment, a number that shocked him even more popped up: 1。 

"This ..." Minister Jin couldn't believe the number. 

Minister Lu asked again,"are you surprised?" "1 is because the lowest value detected by the instrument 

can only be 1. Otherwise, the value will be even lower." 
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Indeed. 

The lowest value of the commonly used AQI detector was 1. It was not that it could not detect values 

below 1, but it was unnecessary. 

After all, the air quality was just that, so why did they have to do such detailed test data? 

Minister Jin finally couldn't help but ask when he saw the value, " Minister Lu, I'm begging you. Don't 

keep me in suspense. Tell me what's going on. 

all thanks to the makeup mess grass in front of you, " Minister Lu said proudly. by the way, they're now 

called purification grass. 

"These grass? "How could it be?" Minister Jin subconsciously looked at the purification grass. 

He was in charge of this area and had seen high-tech air purification technology. He had never seen a 

grass that could achieve such an air purification effect. 

he knew that plants could release oxygen through photosynthesis, which also had an effect on the air. 

however, in a city of steel with poor air quality, this effect was almost negligible. 

And now, Minister Lu was telling him that the shocking air quality was actually because of the mess of 

makeup? 

" minister jin, don't look down on the purification grass. it's the result of professor li kai's latest research, 

" minister lu explained. 

amazing! Minister Jin exclaimed. he's actually able to produce such an effect by directly relying on the 

photosynthesis of plants. This is unbelievable. Professor Li Kai is really amazing. 

Minister Lu, " he said anxiously, " take me to see boss Qin. I'll be able to gain some face in this world Air 

condition conference. 

"Let's go!" Minister Lu nodded. 

Qin Lin was surprised to see Minister Lu with Minister Jin. 

There were more and more important figures coming to his place. 

"Boss Qin, I'm here to lead minister Jin. He has a favor to ask of you," Minister Lu explained. 

"Boss Qin, I want to ask you for some purification grass to participate in the world Air condition 

discussion," Minister Jin said directly. 

"Minister Jin, I wonder what this world's air condition survey will be?" Qin Lin was a little curious. 

Minister Jin explained, " 15 years ago, the world's environment organization organized a meeting to 

explore the State of the Air. It was originally a good thing. Everyone was discussing how to deal with the 

air problem. 

however, in recent years, because of a certain sh * t-stirrer country, the atmosphere has changed. Even 

this kind of meeting has become a technological competition. 



there's also a talent in this field in the starfish Kingdom. He seems to have made another breakthrough 

and developed a type of air cleaning device. He even announced to the public that he alone has caused 

our industry's research to fall behind by more than five years. 

" the important thing is that this meeting is being held in our capital. we can't let them show their faces. 

so, i want to ask for some purification grass from boss qin. " 

I've already seen the power of the purification grass. Compared to this, the other party's skills are 

nothing. 

When Qin Lin heard this, he roughly understood. 

Because of the air problem, the world's environmental organizations took the lead in holding a meeting 

to discuss the condition of the air. 

At first, it was a good thing, probably because everyone could do their best for this purpose. However, 

things had changed over the years, and it had become a competition for technology. 

When he heard about the sh * t-stirrer, the Starstreak nation, he roughly understood the reason. 

15 years ago, the country was in a state of chaos. The other party's technology was leading, so it was 

natural for them to have an indifferent attitude. They might even have the attitude that discussing with 

you was charity. 

However, it was still uncertain who was weaker now. Perhaps they felt threatened, so they had been 

making things difficult for him from all sides over the years. 

He didn't expect this kind of meeting to have this problem. 

The targeting was really everywhere. 

"Minister Jin, that's no problem." After Qin Lin understood the whole story, he also agreed decisively. 

Chapter 725 It's Still Unknown Who's Begging For! 10 Billion Yuan Project 

How could they allow others to be so arrogant in their own territory? they even threatened to lead their 

entire industry by five years! 

Qin Lin took Minister Lu and Minister Jin to the experimental field where the purification grass was 

planted. 

When the car stopped and they saw the vast and dense purification grass, Minister Jin and Minister Lu 

were a little shocked. 

They could feel that because of this experimental ground, the air in the surrounding area was so good 

that it was unbelievable. 

Minister Jin took out the AQI detector again. A moment later, the value displayed on the device was 1. 

Just as Qin Lin had guessed, a Grade 1 purification grass was not as effective as a Grade 2 one. However, 

as long as there was enough of it, the effect of a Grade 1 purification grass would not be worse than a 

Grade 2 one. 
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"Mr. Qin, how many purification herbs do you need for a 50 square meter room?" asked Minister Jin 

hurriedly. 

this was because the demonstration of the world air condition conference's technology was to inject 

terrible air conditions into a 50-square-meter space, and then use technology to purify the terrible air 

conditions to show their technical strength. 

Naturally, the one with the best air quality purification was the best. 

"it's a 50-square-meter room," qin lin said after some thought,"about five plants on the balcony will do." 

He didn't dare to say anything less about a Grade 1. 

Based on his previous experience, 5 stalks of Grade 1 was definitely enough. 

"five stalks is enough?" Minister Jin's face was full of surprise. 

He looked at the vast purification grass in front of him and already had an idea and plan. 

This year, the capital for environmental management in Beijing was 10 billion Yuan. After the end of this 

meeting, Linlin laboratory would be in charge of the air management of Beijing. It would definitely 

improve the air condition of Beijing greatly. 

Finally. 

Department head Jin left with 10 quality 1 purification grass and returned to the capital as soon as 

possible. 

With this purification grass, he naturally had to make preparations for the world's air condition 

discussion. 

That genius from the star rule wanted to show off his skills and embarrass them. They just had to wait 

for him. 

Moreover, if the other party was a genius, then what was professor Li Kai called? 

…… 

A few days later. 

This year's air Ecosystem Research Conference was about to begin. The venue was an International 

Exhibition hall in Beijing. 

It could be said that the representatives of the world's major countries had come, especially countries 

with haze problems such as the Hoshino and England. 

however, the nature of this conference had changed. furthermore, all the countries had received news 

that the main focus of this conference would be the technology of the hoshino. 

The people from the Starstreak Kingdom had made another breakthrough in air-control technology, and 

they were here to slap their faces. 



What they had to do was to see how good the star-streak nation's technology was, then negotiate, 

borrow the technology, or get the other party to authorize the technology to help them manage the air 

condition in the country. 

At the center of the International Exhibition hall, independent spaces had been set up. Each space was 

50 square meters and was made of sealed glass, so one could see the situation inside. 

By then, bad air would be injected into it, and the countries would show their technology to purify the 

bad air inside. 

because the AQI detection instruments would be placed in advance, the results could be clearly seen 

during the treatment. 

minister jin soon arrived with his men. 

People from various countries had also arrived in the exhibition hall. However, it wasn't very lively. 

There were only representatives from various countries, scientific researchers, and people from the 

world's environmental organizations. 

After all, there were too few people who paid attention to this kind of forum. Moreover, there was no 

publicity. 

"Oh, isn't this gold?" A shoddy voice was heard. 

Minister Jin looked over and saw that the other party first frowned, then immediately smiled and shook 

hands with him. "So it's Mr. Evans." 

he was from the air research and management department of the starstreak nation and was also their 

representative. they had met quite a few times. 

Evans smiled and said, " King, I heard that your air management technology hasn't made much progress. 

Our abo Technology Laboratory company has made another breakthrough this year. Dr. Abo's research 

is at least five years ahead of yours. You should take this opportunity to send someone to consult Dr. 

Abo ... 

"You're right, Mr. Evans," "Then I won't disturb you any longer. I'll go and make some preparations," 

Minister Jin said with a smile. 

"Alright, Jin!" Evans was also full of smiles. 

As the two of them spoke, they turned around and headed to their respective areas. However, in the 

blink of an eye, the smiles on their faces turned into cold sneers. 

Minister Jin snorted coldly. 

He naturally understood that the other party was here to show off and tell him the fact that their 

technology was five years ahead. 

Consult? 

It wasn't certain who would be the one asking. 



Evans also returned to the star-bar country's area with a sneer. However, there was a hint of pride in his 

sneer. 

He was naturally there to show off the results of his technology. 

He was now ahead of the other party by more than five years, and he believed that he would soon be 

ahead of the other party by more than ten years. 

No matter which field of research, once there was a breakthrough, the lead would only grow. 

Evans walked to a middle-aged white man who was operating an instrument. how's the preparation 

going, Dr. Aibo? " 

don't worry, Mr. Evans, there won't be any problems, " said Dr. Abo with a smile. there are already 

people from other countries coming over to ask for information, which also proves that their technology 

hasn't made much progress. 

Chapter 726 A 10 Billion Project! It's Still Unknown Who's Asking For It 

"That's good." Evans nodded in satisfaction and then smiled. when the discussion is over, the people 

from this Eastern country will definitely come and ask about it. Their city's air condition is world-famous. 

"Hahaha!" don't worry, Mr. Evans. professor Abba nodded and smiled. the fact that they're here to ask 

means that the technology isn't perfect yet. It's not enough to be promoted. 

Evans 'smile became even wider. 

Indeed, they would not license the technology to the other party. 

This was also their mainstream opinion. 

If the other party wanted to license it, they would have to wait until they developed a new generation of 

technology. 

When the time came, they wouldn't mind using outdated technology to license to the other party, and 

the price would naturally be the price of new technology. 

Their research company wasn't very good in this area, so they could only suffer this loss. 

While researchers from all over the world were making preparations, the world's environmental 

organizations began contacting people from all over the world, informing them that the technology 

demonstration was ready. 

The main purpose of the meeting was to show off their technology in the prepared enclosed space. 

After Evans and Dr. Aibo were notified, they brought a few instruments to the center. 

Each instrument was only about the size of a cleaning robot, and it was easy to transport. 

when they arrived at a sealed container marked with the words "xingtiao," they could see that an AQI 

detector had been placed in front of them, but there was no value for the time being. 

The AQI detection instrument would only start after the air was injected with extremely poor quality. 
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When Evans arrived, the people from the other countries had already arrived in front of their respective 

sealed spaces. 

he subconsciously looked at minister jin, but was stunned when he saw the things that minister jin and 

his men were carrying. 

They were actually potted plants with grass. 

"Potted plant? What the hell?" Evans was a little stunned. 

Could these stalks of grass be more effective than their high-tech products? 

The people from the other countries were also attracted to Twilight. This was the first time they had 

seen such a scene. 

Even the world's environmental organizations were confused. 

One of them subconsciously asked Minister Jin, " "Minister Jin, are you sure these herbs are the ones 

you're going to display?" 

"Yes, let's begin!" Minister Jin nodded. 

Alright, the other party didn't say anything more. Then, someone opened the sealed glass spaces one by 

one. 

With a space of 50 square meters, each country could put in all their technological equipment. 

Department head Jin also ordered someone to put the five stalks of purification grass in. At the same 

time, a special fluorescent light was put in to provide the purification grass with photosynthesis! 

This scene attracted the attention of Evans and the others. 

They actually wanted to compare some potted plants with their high-tech equipment. 

Are you kidding me? 

then, the sealed space closed again, and terrible quality air began to pour in. 

The AQI air quality detection equipment inside was also activated. 

It could be seen that the AQI instrument in each enclosed space started off with a value of 150, which 

was the same terrible air condition. 

The next step would be to see which country's technology and equipment had the best purification 

effect. 

When the equipment was activated and the air was purified, most people turned their attention to the 

star-stick nation. After all, everyone knew that their technology had made a breakthrough, and they had 

to see how effective the government was. 

It didn't take long for the 150 value on the AQI Monitoring Instrument to begin dropping under the 

purification of the instrument developed by Dr. Abo from the Starstreak Kingdom. 

Clearly, this was the effect of the equipment. 



 In less than 10 minutes, the value of 150 had dropped to 120. 

This also made the others exclaim in surprise, " 

"The speed of the wondrous effect is indeed much faster!" 

yes, it's stronger than before. We can't compete with it. 

Dr. Aibo is indeed amazing. He's an expert in this area of research. 

“……” 

Dr. Aibo and Evans looked at the decreasing value with a smile on their faces. 

At this moment, a cry of surprise suddenly rang out, " “oh my god!” 

The sound attracted everyone's attention. Evans and Dr. Aibo looked over and saw a person from the 

world environment organization looking at the grass in shock. 

Chapter 727 We Can't Get The Authorization If The Technology Isn't Perfect! 

"What's going on?" Another person from the world's environment organization walked over in 

confusion. 

The man pointed at the AQI instrument in the enclosed space and said, " "Let's look at the AQI detection 

value." 

Another person looked over, and his face also revealed a look of disbelief. "Oh, that's unbelievable. It's 

below 100." 

The value on the AQI detection instrument had actually dropped below 100, even faster than the effect 

of Dr. Aibo's instrument from the Hoshino nation. 

However, wasn't professor Aibo's device more than five years ahead of the world's technology? 

Now, the effect of five stalks of grass in this Eastern country was better than Dr. Aibo's research? 

This was too unbelievable. 

The people from other countries were also attracted and walked over. 

Evans and professor Aibo were the same. 

When they saw the value displayed on the AQI detector in the enclosed space, the two of them had ugly 

expressions. 

"Impossible." no, " said professor Aibo, shaking his head. how can a few blades of grass be better than 

the equipment I'm working on? " 

don't worry, Dr. Aibo, " Evans hurriedly said. the results aren't out yet. Your equipment can't lose to five 

stalks of grass. 

However, as time passed, Evans could no longer believe his own words, because the value on the AQI 

detector had never stopped dropping. 
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The people around looked at the five purification grass, and their faces were getting more and more 

incredulous. 

The speed of the purification was far faster than all the high-tech equipment in the world. 

70…50…30…20…10…9… 

When the number reached the single digits, people from all countries could not hold it in. 

The final value stopped at 3. 

This number made everyone cry out in surprise. 

"It's unbelievable that these five herbs have such an effect." 

"Oh my God, this is amazing." 

how did they manage to create this plant? " 

“…” 

Evans 'expression was very ugly. This was completely different from what he had expected. 

Dr. Abo's technology should have been ahead of the others, but he was like a clown in front of these five 

plants. 

Seeing this, the representatives of the various countries knew the value of this grass. 

The air quality in their country's cities was getting worse and worse. Relying on their own technology, 

they spent billions or even tens of billions a year, but the effect was not ideal. 

This was because the cost of each instrument was too high, and the construction of the outdoor 

purification equipment was very large. Not only did it consume power, but it also consumed a special 

purification liquid. 

However, if it was this plant, as long as it was planted in batches, it would be able to purify the air at all 

times. there was no need for repeated consumption. 

No one had ever thought that it was possible to do this by relying on plants. Therefore, their experience 

in this area was almost zero. 

they've always been aiming for high-tech purification equipment. 

One of them finally couldn't help but ask Minister Jin, " "Mr. Jin, may I know the cost of this plant?" 

This question was also what the others were looking forward to. 

evans also looked over. 

The air problem was a problem that was getting more and more serious all over the world. 

All countries wanted to find a better solution to the air problem. 

Now, this magical grass seemed to be able to solve the air problem. 



Minister Jin smiled and explained, " this plant is called purification grass. As long as you have the seeds, 

it doesn't cost much to grow. Moreover, as long as you plant it, it can purify the air at all times. It 

doesn't require any extra money. 

These words caused a complete uproar. 

If that was the case, their country's annual expenditure on air management could really solve the air 

problem. 

Evans finally could not help but say, " "Mr. Jin, I wonder if you would like to authorize the technology for 

this grass?" 

The other party had actually developed such a thing. They had to get the license first. 

As long as they could get the license, with their scientific research strength, they would sooner or later 

come up with a new product with better results than the other party. 

Minister Jin looked at Evans with a smile and said, " "Mr. Evans, I'm really sorry. The technique to 

cultivate this purification grass is not perfect yet, and it's not enough to be promoted. There's no way to 

authorize it now." 

Evans was instantly stunned when he heard this. 

This was because these words were all too familiar to him. Furthermore, when he heard these words, he 

felt as if he had eaten sh * t. 

Mr. Evans, when our technology is perfected and can be promoted, I welcome you to come and ask for 

advice. Minister Jin looked at Evans 'expression and felt very happy. 

You want to license the technology? 

That was impossible! 

Besides, they couldn't make the decision on this technology. It was from Linlin's laboratory. 

naturally, evans was extremely angry. how could he not hear the underlying mockery in the other 

party's words? 

These guys who didn't see the big picture and didn't know how to contribute obviously didn't want to 

authorize the technology. 

However, as he thought about it, Evans became more and more annoyed. 

How could the other party study such an incredible grass? 

… 

Qin Lin didn't know much about this. 

He had been busy with the purification grass these days. 

He had already followed Chen Li to an endless wasteland on the east side of Linlin's laboratory. 



This piece of barren land was more than ten thousand mu. Linlin's laboratory had already decided to 

contract the land and plant purification grass. 

Since the purification grass had been planted, it was time to cultivate and promote it. 

After the batch of seeds from the experimental land was harvested, it would be enough to fill the tens of 

thousands of acres of land. When the seeds were harvested in the tens of thousands of acres of land, 

they could be mass-produced and promoted. 

Chapter 728 We Can't Get The Authorization If The Technology Is Incomplete! 

Now, Linlin's laboratory had to solve the problem of preventing outsiders from leaving behind seeds. 

Otherwise, if others bought it and kept it for replanting, then soon everyone would be able to get the 

seeds and plant them, and this thing would not be worth much. 

If it was used by foreigners to cultivate seeds, wouldn't it be the same as giving it to others? 

He had no intention of licensing the technology to other countries, especially those two countries. 

as for this problem, i've handed it over to old brother li. i believe he's got the result. " 

It was easy for Linlin laboratory to contract some land now. As long as it didn't affect the normal 

construction plans of you city, it would be approved as soon as possible. However, before that, you city 

always had to go through the process and ask. 

boss Qin, " Chen Li asked curiously, " if it's convenient for you, can you help me out? what does Linlin 

laboratory want to plant on this piece of land? " 

He came here today to go through the process. After he went back, he would get someone to approve 

the contract. 

something that can purify the air. Xian Chen, I'll Take You There. Qin Lin invited Chen Li with a smile and 

brought him to the experimental site where he planted the purification grass. 

Since the purification grass was about to appear, there was no need to hide it. 

He also wanted to use you Cheng as an experiment. 

Why was Minister Lu so interested in the purification grass? It was because the biggest function of the 

purification grass was to improve the air condition of the city. 

as long as a city planted enough purification grass, the air quality of the entire city could be improved. 

This purification grass could make Linlin's laboratory a huge profit. 

Therefore, as long as the purification grass was planted everywhere in you city, it would improve the air 

quality and you city would be a very good sample House. 

Chen Li's eyes lit up when he heard Qin Lin's words. 

The county had been paying close attention to Linlin Manor, so the changes in the air quality in Linlin 

Manor were naturally noticed by the county. They had even sent people to do tests. 
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Before this, the county people had been curious about the reason why the air in Linlin villa had become 

so good. 

It seemed like he was about to find out the reason. 

Qin Lin brought Chen Li to the experimental plot of the purification grass. 

In the test site, Yu Shui could be seen leading the Linlin Manor plantation Department to follow Li Kai's 

instructions and work among the purification grass. 

They were harvesting seeds. 

Before Minister Jin arrived, the purification grass had already been condensed and planted. 

Due to the purification grass's short growth period, the seeds were ready to be harvested after a few 

days. 

Chen Li looked at the dense and wide purification grass and said in surprise, " "Boss Qin, is this all the 

grass?" 

He could clearly feel the quality of the air around him. Being in it, all the hair follicles on his body 

relaxed, and he felt extremely comfortable. 

If they were to live in such an environment, they would probably be able to live for many more years. 

Qin Lin nodded. this is called purification grass. It can purify the air. If you plant it in batches, you can 

even purify the air of an entire city. 

These words caused Chen Li's eyes to light up. He asked anxiously,"boss qin, can i take two of these 

purification grass back?" 

"Sure!" Qin Lin said with a smile. 

He had taken the bait. 

If he wanted to use you Cheng as a model house, he would have to bring it up himself. If he brought it 

up himself, then the initiative would be a little different. 

Everyone knew the difference between me begging others and others begging me. 

He had also gotten someone to dig out two stalks of purification grass for Chen Li and told him the 

details of the purification grass. 

After Chen Li got the items, he bade farewell and hurriedly returned to the county to report. 

After that, Qin Lin went to find Li Kai and asked, " "Old brother li, do you have a way to prevent others 

from leaving behind their seeds?" 

This was the question he was most concerned about. 

Li Kai put the seeds he had collected into a bag and said, " I have a way. I found a kind of nitrogen-

compound liquid that can make the purification grass lose its ability to reproduce. After soaking the 

seeds, they can also mutate. Think about the situation of the seedless watermelons. Although the 



process is different, the result is that they are all castrated. As for the specific scientific principle, you 

probably won't understand it even if I tell you, so I won't go into the details. 

Qin Lin felt like he was being looked down on by big brother li. 

the growth cycle of this purification grass is very short, " Li Kai continued. also, judging from the 

condensation state of the seeds in the manor, it's not worth waiting for the second batch of seeds to 

condense. 

" therefore, it's better to plant new seeds. the time for new seeds to form is much faster than the 

second time. " 

after this batch of purification grass seeds is harvested, you can apply a nitrogen potion on them so that 

these purification grass can't form seeds. Then, you can sell them. 

Qin Lin nodded. that's good. This batch of purification grass can be used soon. Besides, it can also be 

used for publicity. 

On the other side. 

Chen Li immediately returned to you city and went straight to sun Xian's office. 

Sun Xian had been in a good mood recently. 

After New Year's Day, the county began to do the accounting. 

This was because of the economic effects brought by Linlin villa and Linlin Ranch, the tomato sauce from 

Linlin food company, the benefits brought by Linlin medicinal drink factory, and the effects brought by 

Linlin watermelon from Linlin's laboratory. 

Last year, not only did you city's tax revenue increase by a large amount, but the GDP and per capita 

wage also increased by a large amount. 

They were already at the top of the list among the counties that were fighting for the opportunity to rise 

to the city level. 

This was enough to show how much help Linlin company had given you city. 

The office door opened. Seeing Chen Li walk in, sun Xian immediately asked, " "Have you inquired 

clearly? What does Linlin laboratory want to do with that land?" 

It wasn't that he wanted to find out what Linlin's laboratory was up to, but he really had no choice. 

At the beginning, when the Linlin leisure tea factory was poached by Ningcheng, all the counties had 

been eyeing Linlin company covetously, wanting to snatch the meat from you Cheng. 

Now that the Xiangshui tribute rice had been planted in all the counties, it was an opportunity for all the 

counties. Like wolves seeing beautiful women, their eyes were shining. Linlin's laboratory was eager to 

pounce on them whenever they made any moves. 

Therefore, you Cheng had to know what Linlin's laboratory was doing. Otherwise, the people from other 

counties might take advantage of it. 



…… 

chen li placed the two purifying herbs on sun xian's desk as if he was presenting a treasure. 

"What is this?" sun xian asked, puzzled. 

"County sun, you'll know soon enough." Chen Li raised his head and looked at the light in the office. It 

just so happened to be a fluorescent light. He immediately pulled the curtains of the office and turned 

on the light. 

Sun Xian looked at this scene in confusion. But gradually, he felt that something was wrong. It was as if 

his breathing had become much smoother. 

Under the fluorescent light, the two purification grass had clearly begun to purify the air. 

As time passed, the purification effect clearly became better, especially around the office desk. 

"Sun Xian, did you feel it?" what's the matter? " Chen Li asked as he felt the improved air quality. 

Sun Xian was stunned at first, then he reacted."Is this grass because the air in Linlin villa has become 

better?" 

Linlin villa's air had become better some time ago. They had paid attention to this matter, but they 

didn't know the reason. 

now, he knew that it was these two herbs in front of him. 

although it was unbelievable, professor li kai was there. he could come up with something amazing at 

any time. 

He knew that Minister Lu often appeared in Linlin villa. He was in charge of the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences and often came here because professor Li Kai was very powerful. 

Chen Li nodded and explained, " sun Xian, this is the reason why the air in Linlin Manor has become 

better. This grass is called the purification grass, and it can purify the air. I went to the test site where 

Linlin's laboratory is currently planting the purification grass. The air quality is definitely beyond 

imagination. 

Linlin's laboratory contracted the tens of thousands of acres of land to grow the purification grass. They 

will definitely use it to promote it. What do you think will happen if this thing is planted everywhere in 

you city? " 

that goes without saying. Hurry up and get people to start the meeting. When sun Xian heard this, he 

immediately stood up and instructed. He naturally knew the meaning behind this. 

Moreover, he was sure that once this magical purification grass was promoted, it would definitely be an 

epoch-making thing. 

He knew how serious the air problem in the country was. Even a small city like you city had air problems. 

Therefore, if you Cheng was the first person to eat the duck, he would definitely be remembered by 

everyone and the benefits would be great. 



he had to seize this opportunity. 

Chapter 729 What An Amazing Young Man! What Is You Cheng Doing? 

 [ congratulations, you have collected 3 pounds of mahogany! ] 

… 

[ congratulations, you have collected 3 pounds of golden Sakura! ] 

Qin Lin was in a good mood early in the morning as he looked at the messages that kept appearing in 

the game. 

After delivering the items to the office, he controlled his game character to go to the goddess mountain. 

He didn't expect to have an unexpected harvest. 

This could be used to brew 100 pounds of Linlin medicinal wine. 

He naturally did not mind having too many of these things. 

It was a pity that there were no unexpected gains from cutting trees and fishing. 

He spent some time to prepare the Linlin medicinal wine. 

Qin Lin had just logged out of the game. Just as he was about to plan for the purification grass, he 

received a call from Lin Lanzi. boss, there's an old man here who wants to see you. He says he's from the 

Liu family, a renowned family of Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners in min province. 

"A family of Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners?" Qin Lin was a little surprised to hear this. 

This was not the first time he had heard of the reputation of the Traditional Chinese Medicine family in 

min province from elder Chen. Before his Linlin medicinal wine, there were only two other Traditional 

Chinese Medicine families that had such a wine. 

Of course, the wine of those two families was different from his Linlin medicinal wine. 

However, he had never seen the medicinal wine from these two families of traditional Chinese 

medicine. 

It seemed like the Liu family was one of them. 

Thinking of this, Qin Lin also ordered into the phone, " "Manager Lin, please bring the person here!" 

"Okay, boss!" Lin Lanzi immediately replied. 

Not long after, Lin Lanzi brought an old man with white hair and a ruddy complexion to his office. 

The old man was dressed in a retro style, a modern modification of a Chinese tunic suit. 

There was a young man carrying a box behind the old man. 

"Mr. Liu, this is our boss, Chairman Qin," Lin Lanzi introduced as soon as she came in. 

"Liu Sanfeng!" The old man introduced himself in surprise when he saw Qin Lin. 
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It wasn't strange to be surprised. After all, everyone who met Qin Lin and knew that he was the owner 

of Linlin villa was surprised. 

He was too young. 

"Mr. Liu." qin lin also smiled and greeted the other party. he asked,"I don't know, why are you here?" 

Liu Sanfeng was surprised. I've long heard of the Linlin medicinal wine in your Manor. I've wanted to buy 

it for a long time, but there's no supply in the market. I came here today to exchange for two bottles. 

Please agree. 

As he spoke, the young man behind Liu Sanfeng also opened the box in his hand. Inside were bottles of 

wine with ancient packaging. They were obviously medicinal wine. 

There were a total of five bottles in the bottle, and the other party obviously wanted to trade five for 

two. 

To Liu Sanfeng, exchanging his family's five bottles of medicinal wine for two bottles was already very 

sincere. 

He naturally wanted to find out more about the Linlin medicinal wine. 

It could be said that his family had made a lot of connections in min province with this medicinal wine. 

Now that the Linlin medicinal wine had suddenly appeared, although they wouldn't do anything, they 

still had to know something about the wine. 

At the very least, he had to compare it with his family's medicinal wine, or even try to break it, in an 

attempt to gain something. 

In fact, Qin Lin had been curious about the wine from these two Chinese medicine families for a long 

time. He wanted to see the attributes, so he did not refuse. 

He didn't mind keeping a few bottles of wine from other Traditional Chinese Medicine families in his 

wine cellar. 

As for whether the other party would be able to break through his medicinal wine, he was not worried 

at all. The system's attributes were not something that could be broken just because the other party 

wanted to. 

Unless the other party could find golden Sakura and peach blossom Lady with +2 attributes. 

After telling Liu Sanfeng to wait for a while, he left the office and went to his wine cellar to take out two 

bottles of Linlin medicinal wine. 

When he returned to his office, he placed two bottles of ancient bronze medicinal wine on his desk. 

"Mr. Liu, this is the Linlin medicinal wine from our Linlin Manor." 

liu sanfeng nodded, and the two of them began the trade. 

After that, the two of them talked about some wine. Liu Sanfeng then left with the young man. 



Qin Lin also told Lin Lanzi to go back to the villa, then brought the five bottles of medicinal wine left by 

Liu Sanfeng to the wine cellar. 

Outside Linlin Manor. 

As soon as Liu Sanfeng came out, he asked the young man beside him, " "What do you think of this 

Chairman Qin?" 

The young man was his grandson, Liu Fei, and he had been taking him with him to teach him. 

Liu Fei furrowed his brows. this Chairman Qin doesn't seem to have much shrewdness. He doesn't seem 

to have the aura of those big shots in the past. However, the other party has established the Linlin brand 

business. It doesn't seem to be like this. 

it shouldn't be like this, " Liu Sanfeng said. if he wasn't shrewd, Chairman Qin wouldn't have been able 

to set up this business. That means he's hidden it very well. 

" the big shots you've seen before look very shrewd and have a strong aura. you can still see through 

them. but compared to these people, this chairman qin doesn't show his happiness on his face. he's the 

scariest person who doesn't look shrewd at all. " 

because you can't see through this kind of person at all. But when you really think that he's shrewd and 

doesn't have any aura, you'll be in trouble if you provoke him. 

"For a young man to be able to do this, it's easy to imagine how terrifying he is. If you have the 

opportunity to make friends with such a person, it will be good for you." 

"Grandpa is right." Liu Fei nodded. if he didn't have the aura, he wouldn't have announced that Linlin 

leisure tea would be banned from foreign agents. This matter was already quite satisfying. 

Liu Sanfeng did not say anything else. 

The first thing he did after they got into the car was to open a bottle of Linlin medicinal wine. 

He hadn't forgotten his purpose this time, which was to compare his family's wine with Linlin medicinal 

wine. 

Chapter 730 What An Amazing Young Man! What Is You Cheng Doing? 

However, after just one sip, his face revealed a look of astonishment, because he felt a warm current 

flowing around his waist. Even the blood in his body began to flow more smoothly, making him feel very 

comfortable. 

This was the effect of strengthening yang and kidney +2 and nourishing blood and Qi +2. 

This effect turned the shock on his face into a look of defeat. 

"Grandpa, how is it?" Liu Fei asked. 

Liu Sanfeng sighed. you're asking for it. I thought five bottles in exchange for two bottles was very 

sincere, but their medicinal wine is more than 20 years old, and its effect is stronger than ours. It's not 

just a little bit better. 
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what surprised me even more was that the main ingredients of this medicinal wine seem to be Golden 

cherry and peach blossom maiden. But no, Golden cherry and peach blossom maiden can't have such an 

effect. 

In the end, Liu Sanfeng sighed. 

He naturally didn't believe that the main ingredients of this medicinal wine were Golden Cherry and 

momoku. 

He had been in the medicinal wine business for decades, so he was confident in his judgment. 

However, the taste of the other medicinal herbs in the wine seemed to have been covered by the two 

ingredients, Golden Cherry and momoku. He could not taste anything at all. 

This anti-theft method did not affect the effectiveness of the medicinal wine. It was really amazing. 

One had to know that there was a formula for making medicinal wine. Once too many useless medicinal 

ingredients were added, the medicinal effect would be greatly affected. 

the linlin medicinal wine was just like boss qin's. the real thing was hidden in the dark and could not be 

seen through on the surface. 

What a powerful young man, and what a powerful wine! 

… 

Qin Lin didn't know what Liu Sanfeng and his grandson were thinking. He had already entered the game 

with one of the bottles of wine and saw the remarks of the wine: 

[ Liu's medicinal wine: quality 1 ] 

[ this is a medicinal wine passed down from a Traditional Chinese Medicine family. It has a special 

health-preserving effect: Nourishing blood and promoting Qi +1, strengthening the body +1, treating 

blood and qi deficiency +1, nourishing the liver and improving eyesight +! Cough, phlegm,+1 [ 1 ]! ] 

The Liu family's medicinal wine was indeed of high quality. Not only was the quality 1, but it also had a 

lot of effects, all of which had +1 attributes. It was no wonder that this wine was famous. 

However, it was still not as good as his Grade 2 Linlin medicinal wine. 

Although his Linlin medicinal wine's attributes were not as high as others, the +2 attribute was stronger 

and more awesome. Just the two attributes of the +2 Qi circulation and blood Supplement, and the +2 

yang and kidney supplement were enough to crush everything. 

As for the other +2 attributes, they were just secondary. 

After exiting the game, Qin Lin placed the five bottles of the Liu family's medicinal wine on a wine rack. 

After knowing the properties of the medicinal wine, his attitude changed. 

After all, he had only heard about it before, but now he knew that the other party's medicinal wine was 

not as good as his. 



Knowing that he was number one and guessing that he was number one were two completely different 

things. 

Qin Lin had just returned to his office from the wine cellar when Chen Li rushed over with a document in 

his hand. He said, " "Boss Qin, the county wants to talk to you about the purification grass. They want to 

place an order for you ..." 

Qin Lin smiled when he heard this. 

he was hooked. 

Xian Chen, " he said, putting on an act. we'll have to see what Linlin's laboratory can do about the 

purification grass. I'll call President Shen and ask him to come over for a detailed discussion. 

Then, he picked up his phone and called Shen Li to tell him about this. 

When Shen Li heard Qin Lin's words, he could tell that Chairman Qin wanted to use you Cheng as an 

experimental model. He immediately said that he would be there soon and hung up the phone with a 

smile. 

"county chen, let's make some tea and wait for president shen to come." Qin Lin also extended an 

invitation to Chen Li, then served him a 2 Grade Tieguanyin tea. 

Chen Li knew that Qin Lin's tea was delicious and had tasted it more than once. He would naturally not 

let go of this opportunity to get some tea in public. 

Shen Li also arrived very quickly. He entered the office and greeted the two of them, " "chairman qin, 

chen xian." 

"president shen, we meet again." Chen Li also stood up and shook hands with Shen Li with a smile. 

Because of the promotion of the Linlin watermelon, some general matters had to be discussed by Shen 

Li and the county. The two of them had met a lot before. 

Qin Lin also passed the documents that Chen Li brought over to him and said, President Shen, didn't we 

already harvest the seeds of the batch of purification grass in our experimental site and sell them? " 

" the county wants to place an order for us, " wang yao said. " they want us to help them change the air 

condition of you city with the purification grass. you can arrange it, and then go to the county with 

county chen to discuss the specific things. " 

Shen Li nodded. After making tea for a while, he followed Chen Li to the county. 

To plant the purification grass to transform you city was not something that could be done with just a 

few words. There were many details to be discussed. 

As the first model of the transformation, Linlin's laboratory could give you city the biggest discount. 

They wouldn't make you city's money, but business was business. Some things had to be discussed 

clearly. 

Furthermore, such a large-scale transformation of a city required the road planning map and the 

structure of the entire city. 



After all, he couldn't just find a place to plant purification grass, right? 

That was not nonsense. 

Therefore, in the following days, Shen Li went to you city almost every day to communicate with them. 

For this, Shen Li even hired a very famous planning and transformation designer in the country to design 

the planting area. 

The other party's net worth was not low. He had spent a lot of money, and with the reputation of Linlin 

laboratory, he had pushed aside all other work and immediately came over. 

In addition, there was the after-sales service after the transformation. 

 


